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Tips for Optimal Ram Care
By: Jacqueline Harp, RIL Farm 2015
American Black Welsh Mountain Sheep Rams are truly
handsome, sturdy fellows that come with a large set of
spiraling horns. It is a treat to watch them gracefully
prance around the fields with their heads held high,
stopping only to nibble on the sweetest greens. Although
these rams are generally easy to care for, here are a few
tips that I have used over the years to help maintain the
health and well- being of my rams.
1) All feeders and water stations should be horn friendly
and low to the ground.
2) Grain or treats should never be hand fed, as this will
encourage aggressive behavior. You run the risk of the
rams trying to bully by head-butting or running over you
for goodies. A pushy ewe is cute, but a pushy ram is
dangerous. Use a pan or bucket instead.
3) Halter training is something to consider; it is well
worth the time. While you can carefully use the horns to
help handle the ram, being able to use a halter is easier.
4) Don’t forget to clip nails 2 to 3 times a year, and
deworm at about the same rate. Note: parasite controls
may vary so verify with your vet for the frequency of
deworming.
5) Shade (e.g., trees, lean-to, etc.) is critical to avoid
overheating during the summer, and good water should
always be available. Make sure that winter housing will
protect rams from harsh winds, and that there is enough
space to avoid overcrowding.

Patricia with RIL Broderick

6) Free choice kelp is great for keeping rams in peak
fertility all year round. I highly recommend anything from
Fertrell (http://www.fertrell.com/), such as their kelp and
loose sheep mineral blend. Loose salt is also a must for a
balanced diet. Don’t feed moldy hay. Note: mineral
requirements will vary a lot based on your local soils
so you must consult with your vet or a nutritionist on
what minerals are needed in your specific area.

cologne or perfume, carefully, to their noses and tail area.
This confuses them, to make love and not war. Otherwise, introducing rams into the same pen or pasture may
result in injury or death.

7) Be watchful for signs of injury or illness: Limping,
frequent coughing, listlessness, and watery poo, etc. Do
the research on sheep illnesses and problems when there
are no issues, which helps prevent problems or catch
them early. When in doubt, do call the veterinarian.

8) Their horns will not protect them from predators. Even
when you think you don’t have predators, stray dogs,
coyotes, and more will come from miles around just to
check out your sheep. Waking-up to a ripped-up ram is
not a pretty sight. Invest in a guard llama, motion sensor
lights, electric fences, or all three! At least have something to protect them; lock them in the barn at night,
every night, if you have to.

8) If you manage more than one ram, and need to reintroduce rams to one another, apply a cheap women’s

And as always, please make sure to enjoy your rams and
be respectful of their interesting personalities. – JH
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Industry Roadmap Update
The Lamb Industry Roadmap has
strongly supported the improvement of
sheep genetics from the start, and it is
extremely pleased by many positive
developments on this front.

Breeders Regional ForumsWorkshops designed to train breeders on how to use
NSIP to make genetic improvement and how to market
genetics into the commercial sector
Development of Seedstock ConsortiumsFacilitating working groups of like minded breeders to
expedite genetic improvement focusing on range and fine
wool producers.
This project is extensive in size and scope and is focused
on educating the industry of the benefits that can be
reaped when quantitative genetic selection is implemented. To date, NSIP is featured in workshops at 9
different sheep festivals and sales across the U.S.
If you have an event this year and you would like NSIP
featured, please contact Rusty Burgett at info@nsip.org
or 515-708-8850.

This spring has been a busy time for the National Sheep
Improvement Program (NSIP). NSIP has more flocks
enrolled and more sheep with EBVs than ever before –
thanks to support from the American Lamb Board and
the National Sheep Industry Improvement Center,. The
support from the industry has made this expansion
possible, and the returns will be seen industry wide with
the increased use of quantitative genetic selection –
thereby improving the productivity and profitability of
American sheep producers.
To better serve the current NSIP members and the entire
U.S. sheep industry, NSIP has hired a part-time program
director, Rusty Burgett. Rusty has experience in the
commercial and purebred sectors of the industry and is
dedicated to improving the nation’s sheep flock. The
board also welcomes Tom Boyer as vice chairman and
Walt Williams as treasurer as well as several new breed
representatives. The advancement of NSIP is a result of
the hard work of this volunteer board.

Sheep for Profit School
The Pipestone Lamb and Wool program offered the
Sheep for Profit School July 15-18, 2015 in Pipestone,
Minnesota. This was the 8th course offering with 127
past participants from 23 different states completing the
course. Here is an overview of the course:

Continuing this momentum, NSIP was awarded funding
from the ASI Let’s Grow committee for the American
Sheep Industry Genetic Improvement Initiative. NSIP’s
educational effort encompasses all aspects of the sheep
industry across the country and focuses on productivity
improvement. The project includes:
Educational materials
Ram Buyers Guide to Productivity Improvement educates commercial producers about selecting rams
based on estimated breeding values to increase productivity
Productivity Improvement Case Study Videos-Commercial and seedstock producers that have embraced the technology of EBVs will be highlighted as
examples for the entire industry
Workshops and Field Days
Hands-on productivity improvement workshops will
be held across the U.S. to demonstrate the benefits of
EBVs.

The Sheep for Profit School is a professional management and business school for the sheep industry. The
purpose of the school is to help producers improve their
sheep management skills; increase the profitability of their
sheep operation and form business relationships. The
school will be intense and combine lecture, group discussion and visit two outstanding Pipestone area sheep
operations. Expert instructors with diverse and practical
sheep experience will help you define your vision and
build a practical plan to achieve your goals. This is a
three and a half day investment that will change your
sheep operation and how you view the sheep industry.
For more information, contact the Pipestone Lamb and Wool
Management Program, Minnesota West Community and
Technical College, PO Box 250, Pipestone, MN 56164, 1-800658-2330 or e-mail: jodi.christensen@mnwest.edu
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NSIP and Rare Breeds
NSIP is the National Sheep Improvement Program in the
US. NSIP takes data collected about your flock and calculates estimated breeding values for important commercial traits. NSIP uses LambPlan in Australia to actually
process the data. The techniques used are called BLUP,
Best Linear Unbiased Prediction and consist of a rather
large collection of linear equations to solve for all animals
and their relatives.

ticularly bad. But if we instead use the EBVs to select the
worst animals, even with the accuracy problems we might
inadvertently cull an average animal but are unlikely to cull
one that is superior. That is a much less serious problem
than using a poor animal as a breeder.

In most commercial breeds EBVs are used to select the
“best” animals. What we have done is use EBVs as a tool
to help select the worst animals. This is a subtle but critical
difference. Because we are the only flock recording the
accuracies of our EBVs are not very good. If we select an
animal entirely on the numbers and the accuracy is low we
could potentially use as a breeding animal one that is par-

Black Welsh Mountain Sheep are run as a USA Maternals
breed. This is an index that is focused on dual purpose and
maternal sheep. We are in the same group as Polypays. An
index takes the EBVs for specific traits, adds a weighting
factor and calculates a single final value for the animal. Although indexes are useful it is often important to look at
specific trait EBVs especially with rare breeds where you
need to maximize genetic diversity.

Over time, especially if you use the same ram for 2 or more
years you can get accuracies to improve. The fastest way
to verify and get accurate data is to have linkages across
We have been recording our Black Welsh flock with NSIP several flocks. If multiple flocks are recording their animals
since 2011. With the new push to enroll more flocks in the programs can do a better job of eliminating the enviNSIP I thought I’d share our experiences, benefits and ronmental effects and get a truer picture of the actual gecosts.
netic value of the animal. However at this point no one else
For us the cost to collect ultrasound data on carcass traits, is using EBVs in Black Welsh so our EBVs are entirely
wool micron testing and fecal egg counts is too expensive within flock calculations.
so we’ve only been collecting weight data on our sheep. I My selection procedure looks first at a yearly evaluation of
collect birth, weaning, early post weaning, late post wean- each animal against the needs of a good sheep and then the
ing, yearling and adult weights. I also record lambing ease, breed standard. I have some baseline traits that get an auwhether the ewe required assistance to lamb and what level tomatic cull, missing testicles, bad teeth, bad feet or legs,
of assistance was needed.
bad udders and so on. Those would be the same for any
From these weights I get results back that give an indica- sheep breed. Then I look at breed character, horn shape,
tion of the genetic makeup of all my potential breeding body conformation wool type and quality. Next on my list
animals. I use these EBV numbers as just one piece in the is scrapie resistance. The final piece of the puzzle is using
selection of the stock to keep, sell for breeding and butcher. the EBVs for that animal.

In our selection criteria the indexes I use are the USA
Maternals and the Self Replacing Carcass(SRC). The SRC
index is the closest to the Welsh Index used by Welsh
Mountain breeders who record purebred sheep with Signet in the UK. I also look specifically at the birthweight,
maternal weaning weight, yearling weight, adult weight and
lambing ease EBVs.

NSIP.ORG
Visit this informative website
for information on:
Education

We produce meat and wool and most of our meat sheep
are butchered at 14-18 months as what the US calls mutton but the UK would call hogget. We also butcher some
sheep as lambs at 10 months or so. In an ideal world I
want the lambs to grow to butcher size on forages alone
within that time easily but I also do not want to increase the
birth weights or the adult size of our sheep. It’s a balancing

Reports
Members
News
Seminars & Training
Pedigree Wizard & Pedigree Master
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act to get fast growth but keep birth and adult weights low
and few if any lambing problems. The final proof of how I
am doing is by tracking carcass weights on all slaughtered
sheep no matter the age.

lowed to send in spreadsheets with the data on each sheep.
I am using my own flock management program
LambTracker to collect all data. I save the data on my
main computer and create spreadsheets to send to
Since we have been recording our flock we have increased LambPlan for evaluation. I am on a Macintosh and due to
the carcass weights on lambs by 4.35 pounds and on year- security issues I cannot run a virtual Windows system on
lings by 1.96 pounds. Our yields on carcass to retail meat my machine. When the data are run you will get a report
cuts is typically 65% and we sell our meat at an average back. The reports are not as useful in our breed but you
over the whole sheep of $12.00/lb. So by using NSIP we can also get the details for every individual sheep. They are
have increased our income by an average of $33.93/lamb pulled back in to the Pedigree Master program for your
use. In my case I get a .DBF file back
or $15.29/yearling. That in itself isn’t
that I import into a spreadsheet and
enough information to convince anyNSIP
is
offering
to
then finally into my own
one to use NSIP. You also need to
LambTracker program and then creknow the costs.
waive the yearly flock ate my reports within LambTracker.
NSIP charges a yearly flock fee
we have been recording for
based on how many ewes you
fee for the first year Because
several
years
and because I entered
breed. Our yearly fee is $200.00 for
in many historical sheep in the back
the 55 ewes we bred in 2014 for
for
any
new
flock
that
pedigrees of our sheep to get more
2015 lambs. There is also a one time
accurate inbreeding calculations if any
database fee for every lamb on
joins.
They
will
waive
Black Welsh breeders plan to join
which you send in anything past the
NSIP please check with me in case I
birth weight data. This fee is $2.85/
the yearly flock fee for have already assigned an individual
lamb and once you pay it you can
animal number to sheep that are in
continue to send in data on that sheep
3 years for any youth your sheep’s pedigree. I am slowly
for its whole lifetime.
entering in all the back records that
For 2015 we had 50 ewes produce
we have on our entire flock for the
member ...
a total of 72 live lambs. 1 lamb was
past 18 years so anyone who has any
killed by predators so we have 71
Desert Weyr sheep in the backlambs on which we will collect data. That will cost us ground of your sheep will likely have some data already. I
$202.35 for this year.
have also entered in any rams we have bought from other
Our total costs will be $5.67 for each lamb this year. Even people and used so there is a scattering of other sheep
with that cost we are still looking at an average additional who have data that we did not breed.
income of $28.26 for any lambs we butcher and $9.62 for I would really like to get a few more Black Welsh Breedyearlings.
ers to record data in part to improve the accuracy of the
As we continue to improve our flock I expect those num- data. At this time we are only running at 25-30% accurate
for our best numbers.
bers to get better.
If you are interested in joining please contact me and I’ll
help you get going.

Now the hook, NSIP is offering to waive the yearly flock
fee for the first year for any new flock that joins. They will
waive the yearly flock fee for 3 years for any youth member 22 and under who records their flock with NSIP.

EBVs are not the only or even the most important tool in
the box for selecting good sheep but they can be a useful
To get started you need to join and get a flock number. addition for flocks that want to increase their income from
Then you record data on your sheep and send it in to meat. If you choose to collect wool data you can make
LambPlan for evaluation. Data can be collected and re- significant improvements on wool income as well but for us
corded in a free program, Pedigree Master, if you are run- the $5-10/wool sample isn’t worth the money given that
ning Windows. Macintosh users can either run Pedigree wool is such a small part of our total farm income.
Master via a virtual operating system or they are still al- Submitted by Eugenie McGuire
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Rise & Shine - wool terminology for BW
remove rise issues when processing.

Greasy Wool: wool in its natural state.

Kemp Fibres: These are course, dead fibres, completely Second Cuts: Short fibers created when the fleece is cut
twice. Should be removed from the fleece immediately
hollow with a thin wall, not hair but medulated fibers.
after shearing as it will create neps (small balls) in the
Rise: An annual, natural break in the wool that allows a
yarns when the fiber is processed, a very serious fault in
sheep to shed its wool. The changing day lengths may
a finished product. (check if its second cuts or rise)
trigger the break as the seasons change. The follicle
Scurf: (latin carpere - to pluck) thin, dry scales detached
slows - and then stops - its production of cells, causing
from the epidermis. During the Rise, the heavy oils next
the wool fibres to narrow to a point and then break.
to the skin often are thick with scurf. Not easy to wash
Shedding is most prevalent in the late spring and early
or comb away so a scurfy fleece is less desirable.
summer. There may also be a concurrent increase in
lanolin production. As the follicles start to produce new
Spongy Wool: Wool that “looks, feels and acts” like a
fibres, these can become entangled in the lanolin and the sponge when it is crushed in the hand. It seems to have
layer of old fleece, making it very had to shear through
air pockets, produced by massed fibres that exhibit
this double layer of matted wool. Shearing before the
considerable “spring”. Black Welsh is typically spongy,
Rise may leave some “old” fleece on the sheep that can
with lots of loft/volume.
matt and felt to the tips of the new fleece. This can be
Staple: A cohesive group of undisturbed fibres forming
combed or sheared off before the new fleece gets very
one common unit know as a fleece staple. A BLOCKY
long. Shearing after the Rise can leave a matted layer of
staple is a wool staple that is square or rectangular in
ovelapped fleece at the cut end of the fleece. This may
appearance with substantial fibre density, well defined
give the same result in processing as having second cuts
crimp and flat (squared) tips. This describes most BW.
in the fleece. Shearing DURING early onset of the rise
gives the best results. Rise may occur in primitive breeds Suint: Excretions from sweat glands deposited in the
and in sheep that shed, very common occurence in many wool. Suint can be removed with a cold water soak.
Black Welsh. You may want to select animals without this
Yolk: The excretion from the sweat and wax glands that
trait in your breeding program. Often mistaken as “secis deposited on the wool shafts. It is made up of natural
ond cuts” made while shearing, further investigation
oil and perspiration salts (suint). Both yolk and suint help
shows that it is “rise”. Wool combs and flick cards will
to condition the wool and protect it from weather). -VF

Benefits of Quarantine
If your goal is to maintain a healthy flock it is prudent to
quarantine incoming stock to your farm. Take several
weeks to monitor your new animals and find out if there
are health issues to be cleared up before they are introduced to your main flock (a stitch in time saves nine!)
Quarantine will help the adjustment to their new surroundings as you put them through your farms’ health
regime (which may include vaccinations, trim hoofs,
check and treat for external and internal parasites, shear,
tag and administer treatments that may be required).
Four months after shearing - foreground ewe has long, old
wool that the shearer couldn’t remove because of sticky scurf
and rise. New wool on back is where shearer had no problem.
Shearing a few months earlier would have helped but most
Canadian winters are far too cold for a February shearing!

Check your State or Provincial Agricultural websites for
bio-security protocol. They will give you some further
ideas to protect you, your flock and new animals.
Submitted by V. Fiddler, Newland Ranch
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Grills Gone Wild: Brews, Ewe’s & BBQ's Contest
The American Lamb Board’s (ALB) summer grilling campaign launched
today! This year’s Grills Gone Wild campaign twist is “Brews, Ewes and
BBQs,” which highlights pairing grilled American Lamb with craft beer. The
Brews, Ewes and BBQs contest is hosted on our new microsite, which will serve
as an all-inclusive resource center for grilling American Lamb.
In addition to recipes, videos, infographics and beer pairings, nine food bloggers from
across the country (with a combined reach of nearly one million followers) have
created unique American Lamb grilling recipes, each skillfully paired with a craft beer.
Links to the blogs and recipes are hosted on the new site so consumers can view and
vote for their favorite recipe. Consumers who vote will be entered for a chance to
win a lamb grilling prize package. Winners will be selected each week throughout
August. The blogger with the most votes will win a trip to New York City to judge
the Lamb Jam Finale, September 27th
. For more info go to americanlamb.com

All articles this page are from The American
Lamb Board Newsletter July 2015. For more
info go to americanlamb.com

Fine Dining Menuing of
Lamb on the Rise

Lamb Leaps On Grills

A quantitative research study by Datassential
MenuTrends™ reveals that lamb’s penetration on fine
dining menus is on the rise. The study, which gathers and
reports data from more than 1,000 fine dining menus
collected in 2014, notes that lamb entrée penetration on
fine dining menus has shown growth in contrast to many
of the top menued proteins that have shown declines in
recent years. In fact, lamb displayed the strongest menu
growth versus a year ago when compared to other top
entrée proteins.

In a recent Sacramento Bee article titled “Lamb Leaps
onto Summer Grills” author Debbie Arrington says,
“lamb has a lot of appeal, especially on the summer grill.
More home cooks are discovering what professional
chefs have known for years: lamb can be quick and easy.
It’s also flavorful and adaptable to many cuisines.”
The article included six of the ALB’s Simple Summer
Grilling recipes and a shout out about the San Francisco
Lamb Jam on July 26th.

Lamb remains a fine dining staple with 65 percent menu
penetration and 62 percent penetration as an entrée
protein. While lamb is typically menued as an entrée,
lamb is experiencing growth in the appetizer category
thanks to the popularity of small plates and shareables.
Lamb tartare, meatballs and lollipop chops are popular
offerings.

Lamb Burgers, Anyone?
A recent Associated Press article by Michelle Locke
titled "Lamb Burgers, Anyone? The Other Red Meat Is
Suddenly Hot" showcases how the industry is working to
change people’s perceptions of lamb, highlights the rise in
ground lamb sales and includes quotes from Lamb Jam
chefs Michael Costa, D.C., and John Fink. SF. For full
article see http://abcnews.go.com/Health/wireStory/
lamb-burgers-red-meat-suddenly-hot32465947?singlePage=true

Specifying the origin of lamb continues to grow in
popularity on fine dining menus. A quarter of fine dining
menus now feature domestic lamb while imported lamb
sources are mentioned by about 8 percent of restaurants.
Calling out a specific local ranch or farm for lamb has
increased by 39 percent over the past year.
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FLOCK DISPERSAL
Diverse bloodlines genetically important
to North American flocks.
Due to an impending move, Res Ipsa Loquitur
(RIL) Farm is offering a complete flock dispersal
of American Black Welsh Mountain Sheep. All
sheep have to go by mid-October to avoid the
auction house. Can work out discounts for those
wanting bulk/group packages.
All 39 sheep in total are ABWMSA registered.
Asking:
All Ewes: $200 each
Unproven Rams: $300 each
Proven Rams: $400 each
Please contact Jackie Harp for more info:
816-987-2202 or knittingllama@ymail.com

Historical Meat Preparation

Mutton hams are easily cured. As mutton takes salt very
readily care must be taken not to get hams over-salted.
Select the ‘leg of mutton’ and cut off the leg at the hock.
Some prefer to remove the entire bone. The curing
treatment is as follows:
Sprinkle and rub in a teaspoon of saltpetre (editors note:
in looking for this ingredient I was sold a product from a
sausage maker called F.S. Cure which contains salt,
sodium nitrite, sodium Bicarbonate). Rub on two
teaspoonsfuls equal parts ground allspice and cloves;
then rub on brown sugar, about a teacup, then apply salt.
Turn and rub with application every second day for three
or four weeks.
Meat thus cured is delicious boiled or sliced and fried.

A portion of an article ‘From the block to the table’ from an
agricultural booklet written in 1912 called Sheep Husbandry
in Canada.

Maturing and Curing -No meat should be cooked
before the animal heat has all passed and the flesh has
become firm. A failure to recognize this requirement is
responsible for much of the dislike for mutton in rural
districts.
Spiced Mutton Hams
Without access to a satisfactory cold storage it is necessary to cure parts of the carcass in order to avoid loss or
monotony of diet. Corned mutton is very good, and
mutton hams are delicious.

Approved North American Inspector
for the UK Black Welsh Mountain Sheep Assoc.
I am available to come inspect and consult with members on their flocks.I
will evaluate every sheep in the flock with you and discuss good and bad
points as compared to the UK standard. A written evaluation of every sheep
can be provided.
Fees are $20/day per flock plus all expenses. I am willing to travel all over
the US and Canada to inspect sheep but I will need to time my travels to be
after our own lambing dates.
Call 970-527-3573 or email
oogiem@desertweyr.com to set up an appointment.
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